Ralph is simply wrong on this one! You owe it to yourself, your children, and the best interests of Alberta to hear both sides of the story. Make an informed decision about climate protection and ratifying the Kyoto Protocol.

You’ve listened to hundreds of scary sound bites, seen clever ads and read stories full of carefully crafted phrases designed by the top P.R. firms in the country – all engineered to convince you that Kyoto is public enemy number one. Why has the Alberta government resorted to an unprecedented multi-million dollar propaganda campaign to sell you on this so-called disaster? Because when the facts aren’t on your side, all you can do is manipulate public opinion with slick messaging.

Take five minutes for some straight talk about Kyoto and climate change. We can’t outspend the government in an ad war, but we can appeal to responsible citizens to learn a little more, think for themselves, and act accordingly.

We can’t afford NOT to ratify the Kyoto Protocol

Straight Talk About Kyoto is produced and distributed by a coalition of labour, environmental and citizens’ organizations as a service in the public interest. These groups have nothing special to gain by Kyoto ratification ... they just believe that, based on the best available information, Kyoto is in the best interest of all of us.
MYTH: The science is uncertain

Tobacco companies still find scientists to say smoking doesn’t cause cancer, but that doesn’t mean it’s true. When climate change first got international attention in 1988, governments established one of the most comprehensive scientific initiatives ever – the Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). With hundreds of climate and ecosystem scientists, including most of the world’s experts in these fields, the IPCC draws on all published research – research that has been subjected to wide peer review and confirmation. These scientists predict a dramatic increase in average global temperatures and destabilizing of the earth’s climate if emissions continue to rise. And actual measurements of what is now happening in the environment closely match the predicted changes.

There is uncertainty about how climate will change in specific regions and how fast it might occur, but by the time we are certain of every aspect of the science it will be far too late to prevent ecological catastrophe. A few practicing scientists disagree with the IPCC’s findings. The IPCC carefully investigates all of their challenges and, if warranted, adjusts its findings accordingly. However, few of the “science skeptics” quoted by anti-Kyoto advocates actually publish and defend their positions in peer-reviewed scientific journals.

REALITY: The vast majority of the world’s scientific experts agree that human activity is having a major influence on climate and tell us we must reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

For more information:  www.ipcc.ch

MYTH: Doing nothing costs nothing

Leading climate and ecosystem scientists predict rising and costly impacts if climate change gets worse. We are already experiencing some climate change caused by human activities. How much will it cost? Talk to the farmers of western Canada, now facing a third straight year of record-breaking droughts. Ask forestry companies losing timber from record-breaking forest fires and insect damage, or insurance companies facing record-breaking payouts from extreme weather, or health care systems paying for growing numbers of victims from local air pollution.

Calculating the price tag of failing to act on climate change is difficult, however insurance companies estimate that the worldwide costs of climate change caused by human activities could reach $US300-billion a year by 2050. Scientists predict Canada will face bigger impacts from climate change than many other countries and the most affected industries such as forestry, agriculture, fishing, and tourism are vital to our economy.

REALITY: The costs of not acting to slow down climate change will outweigh any costs associated with implementing Kyoto, and beyond.


MYTH: Why act? We only produce 3% of global emissions

At 3%, Canada is the ninth highest total emitter of greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the world. However, we have just 0.5% of the world’s population and we have the third highest level of GHG emissions per person, just behind Australia and the U.S. In Alberta, emissions per person are three times higher than the Canadian average!

Protecting climate means recognizing that we have a limited supply of space in the atmosphere for GHGs. If we use more than our fair share, then everyone else has less. Using so much more space than everyone else for free waste disposal already amounts to a huge subsidy by the rest of the world to run our economic engine. Our government can’t expect to get an even bigger waste disposal subsidy in the future from other trading nations – especially as space in the atmosphere quickly becomes more valuable and scarce.

By ratifying Kyoto, Canada will directly contribute to the protocol coming into force. Then the 26 other industrialized countries that have already ratified will be obliged to reduce their emissions. And then negotiations can begin with developing nations to establish their future targets.

REALITY: Acting on our “little” 3% share makes a big difference to global action. That benefits our climate, our natural resources, and our economy.

For more information:  http://unfccc.int/resource/convkp.html
MYTH: Kyoto spells economic disaster

Canada’s economy is projected to grow by about 30% between 2000 and 2010. Using modelling developed jointly by federal and provincial government experts, economists predict that meeting Kyoto targets might trim this growth by 0.4% – so the economy might “only” grow by 29.5%. Opponents of Kyoto have not produced a single credible study showing a major economic impact from implementation.

Economic forecasts usually overestimate the impact of environmental regulations because they can’t model something industry is very good at – innovation and new technology. Every time we face a major environmental problem and suggest cleaner standards, companies claim the economy will nosedive. But look what actually happened when industry was forced to dramatically cut sulphur emissions to curb acid rain, get lead out of gasoline to stop poisoning children, or eliminate CFCs to protect the ozone layer. They developed cleaner technologies and the economy prospered. Environmental necessity is the mother of clean technology invention.

REALITY: Even the most unlikely, worst-case for implementing Kyoto only trims two percentage points off the 30% growth in the economy expected for Canada over the next decade.

For more information: http://www.climatechange.gc.ca/english/ecoimpact/toc.html

MYTH: Kyoto will cost workers their jobs

Opponents can’t show that anyone will lose a job if we ratify Kyoto. Instead, they take national modelling results and place them totally out of context. Using models developed jointly by federal and provincial government experts, economists predict that Canada will create 1,320,000 new jobs between 2002 and 2010 without Kyoto compared with 1,260,000 with Kyoto. It is dishonest to “spin” this to imply that 60,000 workers will lose their existing jobs. However, a concern for jobs is legitimate. Over time, fewer jobs will be created in the dirtiest industries, and more will be created in the fields of new clean technologies, energy efficiency and renewable energy.

Most of the organized labour movement is now on record as supporting Kyoto. The 150,000 member Communications, Energy and Paperworkers Union (including 35,000 members working in the conventional energy industry) recently endorsed Kyoto – with an important condition: establish a Just Transition Fund to support workers requiring re-location or re-training for jobs in growth areas. A more climate-friendly economy should yield more jobs, not less. Studies on energy and employment conclude that investing capital in saving energy through efficiency creates on average four times as many jobs as investing the same capital in producing energy from fossil fuels. Investing in renewable energy sources creates on average 1.5 times as many jobs as investing in conventional energy development.

REALITY: Kyoto does not mean job loss. It will involve job shift over time and could well mean more jobs!

For more information: http://www.cep.ca/

MYTH: Kyoto is flawed – India and China don’t have to do anything

Kyoto is a “protocol” attached to the 1992 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. In negotiating the 1992 treaty, all nations unanimously agreed that developed countries had to lead in reducing emissions. Why? Well, our economies released the vast majority of the gases now causing the problem. Even today, on a per person basis, India and China use a tiny fraction of the space we each use in the atmosphere. To develop their economies they clearly need some room to increase emissions. How can a country like Canada tell a country such as India with less than one-tenth of our economic standard of living that, because we have already used all of the space in the atmosphere for dumping GHGs, they have to cap or reduce their emissions and can’t use energy like we did to industrialize and fully develop?

As the first step covering the period before 2012, Kyoto was never intended to include developing nations. Once industrialized countries have ratified Kyoto and are showing results, countries like India and China will take on their own binding targets under future protocols coming into effect after 2012.

REALITY: Kyoto was designed by all countries to allow developing nations to narrow the huge gap between rich and poor – then they can help protect climate.

For more information: http://unfccc.int/resource/convkp.html
**MYTH: Energy costs will sky-rocket**

Even if drivers had to pay for the full cost of GHG emissions out of their tailpipe plus the emissions oil companies create to produce the fuel, then gasoline might go up about 6 cents per litre.* In Alberta, gas prices regularly shift 15 cents or more. If you’re worried about high gas prices, lobby the U.S. to rethink war in the Middle East, or ask the oil companies to manage refinery capacity better.

On the same basis, the Kyoto-driven increase in electricity rates would be about 1.2 cents per kilowatt-hour* – a small fraction of the increase in Alberta’s rates since the government de-regulated the electricity system. If you care about high electricity prices, get the provincial government to fix the mess from deregulation.

* This assumes a price of $17 per tonne for CO₂ credits or allowances – at the high end of the “probable” range.

**REALITY:** The worst-case price increases consumers might face under Kyoto are less than half of price hikes we already face.

---

**MYTH: The U.S. won’t – so Canada can’t**

Yes, the U.S. currently refuses to ratify Kyoto, but U.S. federal departments and state governments are doing far more to control GHGs than we are. Why? American citizens demand action to clean up local air pollution, deal with electricity shortages, create a secure energy supply, accelerate innovation and commercialize new technology. The U.S. is way ahead of Canada in areas like support for renewable energy, investment in public transit, funding clean technology research, and regulations that cap GHG emissions. Texas is installing more than 2,000 megawatts of wind capacity while Alberta considers a wind “megaproject” of 100 megawatts.

When we do implement Kyoto, Canada will be catching up with the U.S. on concrete actions, not getting ahead.

And, Canada will continue to offer very favourable exchange rates, a skilled labour force, guaranteed American access to our energy supplies, competitive tax and health care costs, and superior pipeline and transportation infrastructure. These factors help make Canada the lowest-cost place to do business among leading industrial economies. Implementing Kyoto will not significantly change that.

**REALITY:** Under Kyoto, our energy sources will stay competitive. The Americans are already way ahead of us on supporting efficiency, renewables and clean technologies.


---

**MYTH: The energy industry is united against Kyoto**

Many energy companies complain that Kyoto could drive investment out of the province. However, some of Alberta’s largest and most successful corporations are quietly preparing to manage GHG emissions as just one more cost of business – even a chance for new business. Statements by Suncor, Shell, BP, and others clearly indicate that they do not believe Kyoto, if implemented intelligently, will affect their plans in Alberta. They may not love the idea, but they have a plan to cope and thrive. They see affordable ways to reduce their own emissions and are active in emissions trading markets buying credits to make up the difference.

Companies vocally against Kyoto are in a last ditch effort to pressure politicians to avoid taking action on climate protection. Maybe they’re worried about being behind the industry leaders who have been preparing for Kyoto for years – companies that will grow and prosper in Alberta because they accepted the climate protection challenge early on. That’s called free enterprise.

**REALITY:** Progressive, responsible energy companies are not fighting Kyoto because they’re prepared for it. They will grow faster at the expense of companies that aren’t.

*For more information:* Shell Canada at [http://www.shell.ca/code/values/climate/strategy.html](http://www.shell.ca/code/values/climate/strategy.html)


**MYTH: We have not been consulted**

Formal consultations with industry, environmental and provincial government representatives on Canada’s national strategy on climate change have been underway since the mid-1990s. The latest round began in 1998 when federal and provincial governments set up the National Climate Change Process (co-chaired by Alberta until May 2002). Four years of intensive consultations cost millions of dollars. Experts from all sectors worked together to develop dozens of studies, reports and hundreds of recommendations. Check them out at [www.nccp.ca](http://www.nccp.ca). Federal and provincial ministers of energy and environment also met several times during this period, allowing full “fed-prov” consultation.

Those saying, “We have not been consulted!” really mean “Let’s delay – we’re still not happy about reducing emissions!” Well, the federal government has finally determined that climate protection can no longer be held hostage to a search for consensus. However, they have been listening and key demands by Alberta for minimizing costs to the energy sector and sharing any burden have been accepted – making comparisons with the much-hated national energy program totally absurd.

**REALITY:** Alberta has been in continuous consultations with the federal government since the mid 1990s and has had more influence on the shape of the Kyoto plan than any other stakeholder.

---

**MYTH: Alberta has a better “made-in-Canada” solution**

Kyoto opponents argue for a “made in Canada” solution to climate change and Alberta claims to have such a plan. Well, Kyoto is designed to allow each country to make its own solution. It specifies what results nations have to achieve, but does not prescribe how a country meets its reduction targets. Painfully negotiated over five years, Kyoto uses targets to allocate each industrialized country a fair share of the limited amount of space in the atmosphere for disposal of GHGs. Not having targets and timelines would be absurd, because there would be no reason for any country to take action and no way to measure compliance. It would be like countries agreeing to share the fish in the ocean, but avoiding quotas to assign each one a fair share. Global environmental problems require international agreements, targets and rules.

When Alberta argues for a “made in Canada” solution it is really demanding the right to ignore internationally negotiated targets and timelines, and take as much additional space in the atmosphere for dumping waste gases as it wants, for as long as it wants. Letting Alberta’s emissions total grow by 39% above 1990 levels by 2010, as proposed in the latest Alberta plan, is not an alternative plan to Kyoto – it is a recipe for sabotaging international efforts to protect climate. If others do as Alberta proposes, there will be no GHG reductions, no climate protection – and no solution.

**REALITY:** Kyoto provides for a made in Canada solution. The Alberta “plan” doesn’t solve anything – instead, it sabotages international efforts to protect the climate.

For more information: [http://www.pembina.org/publications_item.asp?id=138](http://www.pembina.org/publications_item.asp?id=138)
More information

For more information about Kyoto and climate change, or to access reports and studies, contact the following organizations or visit their web sites:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albertans for Ratification of Kyoto (ARK)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.web.ca/~ark">www.web.ca/~ark</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>phone: 780-432-5068 or e-mail <a href="mailto:ark@web.ca">ark@web.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives</td>
<td><a href="http://www.policyalternatives.ca">www.policyalternatives.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication, Energy and Paperworkers Union of Canada</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cep.ca">www.cep.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment Canada</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ec.gc.ca/climate/">www.ec.gc.ca/climate/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ipcc.ch">www.ipcc.ch</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkland Institute</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ualberta.ca/parkland">www.ualberta.ca/parkland</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pembina Institute</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pembina.org/climate_change.asp">www.pembina.org/climate_change.asp</a> <a href="http://www.climatechangesolutions.com">www.climatechangesolutions.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>phone: 780-542-6272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pew Center on Global Climate Change</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pewclimate.org/">www.pewclimate.org/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACTION

FEDERALLY: The federal government needs to know that you:
1. care about protecting climate and are willing to do your part
2. don't buy the misguided and inaccurate propaganda from the Alberta government
3. see the importance of ratifying the Kyoto Protocol as a first step
4. want a strong and effective action plan that includes federal leadership in efficiency regulations, incentive programs and investment in more efficient and climate friendly technologies
5. want federal plans to be fair to the energy industry and include measures to ensure a just transition into the new jobs of a climate friendly economy for any workers affected in the future

Please call, write or email our federal politicians with these messages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Politician</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right Hon. Jean Chrétien</td>
<td>Office of the Prime Minister, 80 Wellington Street, Ottawa, ON K1A 0A2, phone: (613) 941-6900, fax: (613) 941-6900, e-mail: <a href="mailto:pm@pm.gc.ca">pm@pm.gc.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hon. Anne McLellan</td>
<td>Member for Edmonton West, phone: (780) 495-3122 (in Alberta) or (613) 992-4524 (Ottawa), fax: (613) 943-0044, e-mail: <a href="mailto:McLellan.A@parl.gc.ca">McLellan.A@parl.gc.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hon. David Anderson</td>
<td>Minister of the Environment, phone: (613) 996-2358, fax: (613) 952-1458, e-mail: <a href="mailto:Anderson.D@parl.gc.ca">Anderson.D@parl.gc.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hon. David Kilgour</td>
<td>Member for Edmonton Southeast, phone: (780) 495-2149 (in Alberta) or (613) 995-8695 (Ottawa), fax: (613) 995-6465, e-mail: <a href="mailto:Kilgour.D@parl.gc.ca">Kilgour.D@parl.gc.ca</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Your Member of Parliament

Find your MP online at: http://www.parl.gc.ca/common/SenatorsMembers.asp
Or by phone in your telephone directory in the Government of Canada pages

Print mail may be sent postage-free to any Member of Parliament at the following address:

House of Commons
Parliament Buildings
Ottawa, ON K1A 0A6
PROVINCIALLY: The provincial government needs to know that you:

1. don’t believe their misguided and inaccurate propaganda
2. want them to stop wasting time, political energy and taxpayers’ money fighting ratification of Kyoto and start working with the federal government to design and implement national policies that will reduce emissions and protect the Alberta economy over the long term
3. want them to start NOW to implement significant measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, help consumers save energy and money, help industry to adopt more efficient technologies quickly, and expand the development of clean renewable energy sources

Please call, write or email our provincial politicians with these messages

Hon. Ralph Klein          Hon. Lorne Taylor, Ph.D.
Office of the Premier      Minister of Environment
#307, 10800 - 97 Avenue    #423, 10800 - 97 Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5K 2B7       Edmonton, AB T5K 2B6
phone: (780) 427-2251      phone: (780) 427-2391
fax: (780) 427-1349        fax: (780) 422-6259
e-mail: premier@gov.ab.ca  lorne.taylor@gov.ab.ca

For a toll-free call to Alberta government officials from anywhere in Alberta, dial 310-0000 then the number.

And your MLA
Find your Alberta MLA online at: http://www.assembly.ab.ca/lao/mla/index.asp
Or by phone: in your telephone directory in the provincial government pages

● ● ●

Please share and discuss this flyer with your friends, family and co-workers.

● ● ●

This flyer has been prepared and distributed by the collective efforts and resources of Albertans for Ratification of Kyoto, the Alberta Federation of Labour, the Communications Energy and Paperworkers Union, the Parkland Institute, the Pembina Institute and other concerned organizations and individuals.